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“No hi ha alegria amb la panxa buida.”

Rabbit Pig Uncle

“Com el Tio Sangonera, que va morir d’una fartera.”

A 2
D 1

Binge
This card has an additional A & D point for 

each ingredient in your possession.

Important information
(Attack and Defence points)

Illustration

Valencian phrase 
(idiom, proverb or 
common saying)

Card instructions

Important information

Card name

Type of card
(treasure, battle or special)

AIM OF THE GAMEAIM OF THE GAME
La Fallera Calavera (The Zombie Paella) is a card game for 2 to 5 players that consists of a single deck of 103 
cards. To win, a player must gather 5 ingredient cards in order to cook a traditional Valencian paella. Players 
can use any of the cards in the deck to do so, as each card has specific effects indicated on the card. Therefore 
it is not necessary to know all of the cards, simply to understand the basic rules of the game.

There are 58 unique cards, although the deck is made up of 103 cards. That means each one is repeated more 
or less, depending on its effects. There are 29 treasure cards, 34 battle cards and 40 special cards. In addi-
tion, there are cards that summarise the rules of the game and others that clarify some frequently asked ques-
tions.

 BATTLE CARDS  BATTLE CARDS 
Battle cards and special cards, unlike treasure cards, are hidden and shouldn’t be shown to other opponents, ins-
tead they are held in the hand of each player. There is no limit to the number of cards that a player may have in their 
hand, nor is there a limit to the number of treasure cards that a player may have in their possession.

Battle cards are recognisable by a red skull ( ) in the upper left corner. These cards display basic information 
such as: Attack points, marked with an A, and Defence points marked with a D. For example, A Moorish Cap-
tain, with his enormous sword, has 4 attack points but only 1 defence point.

The basic function of a battle card is to try to steal 1 treasure from another player’s possession. Combat takes 
place when a player has a battle card and decides to declare a battle for a specific treasure. When this ha-
ppens, the player who declares the battle must indicate which treasure they are attempting to steal and then 
place a battle card face down. Normally you may only present a single face down battle card, unless the card 
specifically allows more than one card to be played. After the declaration of war (eg. “Antònia, I declare a ba-
ttle for your Rabbit”), the player in possession of that treasure must decide whether to defend it or not, con-
sidering that you cannot see what card is being used to attack you.

If it is not defended (situation I), the attacking player wins the treasure and places it in their possession. The ba-
ttle card used is discarded, as all the cards of La Fallera Calavera are used only once, except when the card in-
dicates otherwise.

In the event that the other player choose to defend, they may choose a battle card to defend themselves from the 
attacker. Then the attacking player will reveal 
their card. The points values of the two cards 
are now compared. If the attack of the attac-
ker is greater than the defence of the defender, 
the attacking player steals the treasure (situation 
IV). On the other hand, if the defence is equal to 
or greater than the attack, the treasure remains 

in the possession of the defender (situations II and 
II). Both the attacker and the defender will dis-
card their battle cards, which will go to the ceme-
tery, the discard pile. Also, be aware that in ad-
dition to the A & D points of each battle card, 
some characters also have abilities. If the battle 
cards indicates that the card has “No abilities”, 
use it normally, only paying attention to the A 

& D points. But if the card has an ability carefu-
lly read what the card says, as it may work diffe-

rently to othe cards. For example, The Showgirls are battle cards that cannot be used by themselves since they 
have the ability Teamwork.

 TREASURE CARDS TREASURE CARDS
Treasure cards are objects that players possess and have permanent and cumulative effects. They are easi-
ly identified because they have a yellow skull ( ) in the upper left corner. The fundamental difference be-
tween them and the rest of the cards (battle and specials), is that treasure cards must always be visible to other 
players. They must be placed face up in a row on the table in the player’s possession. Thus, when a player ob-
tains a card marked with a yellow skull, they must put it face up on the table automatically, allowing the rest of 
the players to see it clearly. This is not considered an action, as it is automatic and mandatory. Also, you should 
know that all treasure can be stolen by other players at any time of the game, so try to protect them!

The are three kinds of treasure cards:

 – The ingredients. As well as a yellow skull, they have an exclamation mark (!). When a pla-
yer has 5 of these cards in their possession the game ends and this player wins.

 – The treasures for sale. These are marked with a star (*). These treasure cards can be 
“sold”, that is, a player can discard one of these cards and draw from the deck the number 
of cards indicated on the card. For example, if a player discards some Smelly Sandals, he 
draws 2 cards from the deck.

 – Other treasures. Apart from the yellow skull, these are marked with a question mark (?). 
These are treasure with special effects that are very different, so read what each card says 
carefully.

Situation Attack 
Points (A)

Defence 
Points (D) Result

I 4
Does not 

defend
The attacker steals 

the treasure

II 4 5
The defender keeps 

the treasure

III 3 3
The defender keeps 

the treasure

IV 3 2
The attacker steals 

the treasure

V 0
Does not 

defend
The attacker steals 

the treasure



rest of special cards

Protective Paella Pan

Decisive battle

Colossal monument

Medieval walls

Flood

Bogeyman

Bonfire Night

n1

n2

n3

n4

n5

n6

n7

n8

READING INSTRUCT IONS FOR EACH CARDREADING INSTRUCT IONS FOR EACH CARD
In the first few games the players do not know how each card works. Therefore, it is important to read carefully the in-
dividual instructions of each card. Read all of the text. If you see skulls in the text, don’t be scared! It’s simply a way to 
abbreviate the words: treasure , battle , and special .

In addition, you can find a phrase in italics at the bottom of some cards. These phrases are not necessary to 
play the game. They are simply typical Valencian sayings related to the card in question. Ask your Valencian 
friends to explain their meaning or try to find it out for yourself. Lean about Valencian culture while you play!

 SPECIAL CARDS SPECIAL CARDS
Finally, the special cards are identified by a white skull ( ) 
in the upper left corner. These cards have totally different and 
unpredictable effects. They can directly affect other players tre-
asure cards, intervene in battles as well as block or counter other 
special cards.

Additionally next to the white skull appears an “n” and a number. 
Generally, this number is not important. It only indicates the le-
vel of the special card, a number that is only used in case there 
is a conflict or contradiction between the effects of two special 
cards. In that case, the effect of the card with the highest num-
ber prevails over that with the lower n. This means, for example, 
a Protective Paella Pan - which cancels the effects of special cards 
- does not affect a Flood because the Flood is a higher rank than 
the Protective Paella Pan.

As a general rule, special cards are used in your turn and count 
as a whole action. However, there is an EXCEPTION: When the card indicates a specific moment for its 
use (for example, the Protective Paella Pan), these cards do not count as an action and  may even be used 
in another player’s turn.

PLAYING THE GAMEPLAYING THE GAME
Before beginning the game, remember the two fundamental rules of La Fallera Calavera:

 – Only one action can be made each turn, unless cards are used that indicate otherwise. 

 – Cards are one use only, except if the cards indicate otherwise. When you use battle 
cards, special or you discard treasures, these will go to the cemetery and they cannot be 
re-used.

Now the game begins! For games of 2 or 5 players, you will have to read some special rules later. Games with 
3 or 4 players work as “normal”.

1. Shuffle the 102 cards well and deal 7 cards to each player. Leave the rest of the cards in 
the centre of the table, forming a deck.

2. Players place their treasure cards ( ) face up on the table, in view of everyone. If a 
player has 3 or more ingredients (!) at the beginning of the game, deal the cards again.

3. The player with the fewest treasure cards starts the game and then the turn order fo-
llows a clockwise direction. If there are two players with the same number of treasures, 
whoever has less paella ingredients will start. If they are still even the person who has 
drunk an orange juice most recently starts.

4. Now the game begins. Players can only make one of the following actions in their turn:

• Discard a treasure card ( ) that allows you to draw new cards 
from the deck (Smelly Sandals for example)

• Use a battle card ( ) to steal a treasure from another player (the 
Delicate Girl for example)

• Use a special card ( ) with distinct effects (Kleptomaniac Bat for 
example).

• Use no cards and instead draw a card from the deck. This action is 
known as alms.
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“En casa del dolçainer tots són balladors.”
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“Per lluir s’ha de patir.”
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Després de descartar este 
  

fes una altra jugada.
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muralla deMorella

ja no poden usar  ni  que afecten di-

rectament els teus . Un jugador pot de-

clarar una batalla  contra tu i, si guanya, 

descartar la muralla.

n5
No té habilitats

cagalló

“Vaig com cagalló per séquia.”

A 0
D 0

No té habilitats

cagalló

“Vaig com cagalló per séquia.”

A 0
D 0

Cemetery
(discard pile)

Hand 
(battle cards and special cards)

Possession
(where the treasures 
are placed)

Deck

Special cards that 
can be placed in a

player's possession

The game proceeds with treasures being transferred between players, using all kinds of cards and drawing 
new cards from the deck. In case the deck is depleted, the previously discarded cards in the cemetery will be 
reshuffled and placed in a stack to become the new deck. The first player to obtain 5 ingredients, drawing 
cards from the deck or stealing from other players, wins the game.

2 player game2 player game
If there are only two players you can play the Falle-
ra Calavera without a problem. Simply remove all the 
cards that are marked with the symbol II. These cars 
are the Garlic Bulb, Bogeyman, Flood, Hypnotic 
Moon and the Dance of the Pomegranate. In addition, 
there is one rule that changes. At the beginning of 
the game deal 10 cards to each player instead of 7!

5 player game5 player game
Playing with 5 players works as normal, except the 
garlic bulb is now worth two ingredients. Therefo-
re. If a player has the Garlic Bulb, the Flat Beans, 
the Chicken Thigh and the Rabbit, for example, they 
would win the game already. Games with 5 players 
usually take a little longer than the rest.

More information at www.lafalleracalavera.com
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